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podzine

BACKGROUND
A podzine is exactly what you think it is: a digital magazine (“zine”) built
around podcasts. The idea is as obvious a “news paper” and a mashup that
seems inevitable in a media landscape where lines between channels have
been digitally obliterated. We have come to expect media to be mix of
embedded video and audio and articles laced with hyperlinks.

New and often surprising media combinations blip into existence with
unnerving regularity. As soon as a technology is viable, its limits are stretched.
As part of its coverage of the #MarchForOurLives anti-gun rally in Washington
DC, the Washington Post created an insta-album of smart phone photos and
video interviews, a new riff on cinéma vérité.
Innovation hasn’t been limited to production. Streaming has completely
changed the distribution model, while tablets synced to wireless headphones
and speakers have profoundly changed the listener experience.
Listeners / viewers / readers are can listen, view and read, often in combination,
whenever and wherever they want and as many times they want. Content is
routinely redistributed and shared via social media, email, blogs, aggregators
and other networks..

Not since the turn of the last century has there been this much creative
spark in the world of media.

Several years ago I curated an exhibit on the evolution of the modern
newspaper as a graphic medium. The Art of the Message was based on a
rare, private, rag-edition run of Chicago Tribunes from the 1870s through
WWII. It was a remarkable time for innovation in everything from papermaking and printing to marketing. The Tribune, which also owned radio
station WGN (“World’s Greatest Newspaper”) also published sheet music in
the paper, including that toe-tapping show-stopper, You Have Lots of Time to
Read on Sunday! Sing along with the radio! Play it on the piano at home!

CONTEXT
Over the last couple of years podcasts have become as ubiquitous and
de rigueur as blogs. Every media outlet, organization and individual seems
to have one, with “Subscribe on iTunes!” now added to the pantheon of
cheerfully annoying digital-age requests.
The competition is brutal. According to Apple, iTunes podcast downloads
reached 50 billion in March 2018. That’s split across more than 18 million

episodes of 525,000 active podcasts that in turn are spread across 155
countries and more than 100 languages. That’s just one platform.
Such bounty quickly becomes a liability. There is simply too much
content to navigate and not enough hours in the day or days in the year
to sift through it all. We rely on clever algorithms to determine what
tiny percentage of the whole would be of most interest to us.
The podzine format puts humans back into the equation. Editor /
producer / curators select and combine content in ways that provide
usefulness well beyond the date-ordered, serial listing of individual
podcasts that’s become the standard.

MIX
The line between broadcast and podcast is now lost in an
Escher-ish blur. Every archived broadcast can become a podcast, while
podcasts can be broadcast. Print news organizations—actually all kinds
of organizations—now have recording studios churning out NPR-level
content. In fact some are broadcast on NPR.
Into this free-for-all media mash-up, the podzine format provides a
structure to frame and combine content in new, meaningful ways. It
provides a filter but not a filter bubble.

In print, podcasts are sidebars. The podzine reverses the equation, using
audio content as the driver. Articles, links, photos, graphics, videos and
even audio books can augment podcasts. The combination becomes a
unique resource.

PLATFORM
The podzine format is flexible, adaptable, modular, cheap to distribute,
and with “Poddy,” a drag’n’drop, template-based podzine builder,
simple to produce.
Poddy’s audio player is cutting edge, using the latest in audio
recognition technology to give listeners keyword search functionality.
In addition, listeners can advance and reverse tracksw with precision
and add bookmarks.
Voice-based technologies such Alexa and Siri are redefining how we
interface with digital devices. Podzines can be viewed on a screen or as
entirely as an audio: “Alexa, read me the table of contents, please.”
Audio technology is advancing so quickly that even a podzine’s print
articles could be converted into audio files.
When asked to re-imagine music streaming service Spotify, designer
Brian Collins set out to change a site that “looked like engineering” to
one that “looked like music.” He realized that Spotify was actually
a new medium. The podzine, which is a synthesis of existing media, is

also a new medium providing a new way to experience content. Its
design should inspire playfulness, creativity and innovation.
Podzines can also go old school, produced as physical print
magazines, digitally connected via QR codes.

MARKETING
Each digital asset can have its own url, which means it can be
disaggregated from whole and shared individually. Each asset can be
leveraged to promote its podzine through an embedded link added to its
code. Marketing can be baked in.
The podzine format offers a variety of ways to credit sponsors:
mentions within individual podcasts, display ads and native advertising
(editorially relevant content produced in collaboration with sponsors).
Given the comparatively low costs of digital storage, a podzine’s shelf
life is limitless, while its “service area” is one-click global. This opens
up all sorts of new marketing strategies.
For example, using the long-running world culture and public affairs
program Worldview on Chicago’s WBEZ—and the inspiration for
the podzine idea— a Worldview podzine could be offered free to any
student anywhere in the world, and include a special teacher’s guide.
It would, of course, be free to station members. The would position
Worldview as a global brand that walks the talk on supporting the
public interest through education.

We are in an extraordinary media moment where a niche program with
significant archival riches can grow its base dramatically.
Likewise the ability to transcend geography for content-driven
campaigns has applications for all sorts of organizations: NGOs,
universities, museums, corporations and conferences. Re the latter, it
is must easier to find time to listen to conference presentations than to
watch videos. Listening can be done while driving, cooking or walking
the dog.
The podzine also has applications that are far more focused, for example
a family history.
The answer isn’t print versus video versus audio, but all of the above.
The podzine provides a better way to package and repurpose assets.
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